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THANKS TO BOB MAGILL’S DAUGHTER FOR SUCH A MARVELOUS CAKE!

"Reminder from the Harbour Masters: All boats are required to be off of the moorings
by October 18 so that the mooring work can proceed on the first Fall
work party date.
Shoreline members are also reminded that if good weather permits,
the South ramp docks will possibly be removed during the first work
party date making it harder to remove shoreline docks. "
An executive committee member might be able to advise better about the timing of the
removal of the south ramp docks...hence the shoreline part of the message might be
incorrect.
Rob Perquin, Harbour Master (with Marc Lacoursiere)
_____________________________________________________________________
Help needed in kitchen for second work party .
The food will be prepared and will need to be heated and served.
Contact: Colleen Ellison-Wareing colleenellison8113@gmail.com

______________________________________________________________
2013 CLUB CHAMPS REGATTA - BROOK WAREING

BY M. COLE

HERRMAN GOLDT’S (RICK’S DAD) LIGHTNING TIED TO
THE CLUB’S WOODEN FLOATING DOCKS IN SEPT
1963—WHEN THE CLUB WAS 10 YEAR’S OLD! THESE
DOCKS EXISTED WHERE THE MAIN DOCK IS NOW AT
THE FOOT OF THE STAIRS.
IF YOU HAVE PAST PHOTOS OF FYC, I WOULD LIKE TO
PUBLISH A ‘ THEN AND NOW’ SERIES!! S.GOLDT

HERE IT COMES...SIGHHHHHHHHHHHHH
EVERYONE’S COMING!!!

F all Work Parties- Saturday October 19 and 26
Fansahwe Conservation Area closes on October 20.
The first fall work party starts at 8:30-9AM in chalet - rain or shine. On arrival, sign in
(for volunteer hours) and ask for an area to work in or walk through the grounds and
join a team. There is a possibility that on the second work weekend, Oct 26, you will
need to enter the park by the north gate...watch for an email prior to that date.

2013 FYC BANQUET – SATURDAY NOVEMBER 9, 2013
ALL FYC MEMBERS – SAILORS AND PADDLERS- ARE .CORDIALLY
INVITED TO ATTEND OUR YEAR END SOCIAL EVENING

Forest City National Golf Club

PLACE:

16540 Robin's Hill Road
London, Ontario N5V 5C3

Lunch will be served to all volunteers on both work party weekends
- A reminder that parked boats should be removed from the club as soon as possible
so that there is room for others to bring their boats in.
- A reminder not to work on your own personal equipment on the dates of the work
parties. The ramps will be needed for club equipment removal. You certainly will be
able to remove your boats and equipment on Sundays or weekdays.
- A reminder to members with moorings to remove their own chains/ropes after they
have pulled their boats out. (Last work party we must have removed about 5 chains
that were never claimed).
-need for people to bring work gloves, garden tools, hand tools, power tools with
extensions cords, power sprayers
Volunteers are needed to
1. Get the mooring chains from behind the sailing school building down to the dock.
2. Lift the crane onto the barge
3. Remove the race marks
4. Take the end fencing down
5. Remove tires/carpet
6. Help lift floating docks and on the second work party all remaining club equipment
will be removed from the water;
7. Jet-wash rowboats, mooring buoys, markers, rescue boats, all club-boats and store
inside for winter. Take engines off.

TICKETS: Available at the two fall work parties and from Nathalie Hurst at
hursthome@rogers.com 519-657-2773

PRICE: $28 before Oct 30 and $30 after that date
Cheques can be made out to Fanshawe Yacht Club

*
TIME:

NOTE: for the early bird price, tickets must be paid for before Oct 30

Cocktails 5-6 PM
Dinner at 6:15 PM
Awards and Entertainment will follow

BAND: Tipping - Marucci – Dubé
Sixties and Seventies Classic Rock and Blues
Ron Tipping Vocals and Percussion
Dean Marucci Acoustic Guitars
Denis Dube' Bass Guitars – and FYC sailor!

I'm sure there will be plenty more work on the day!
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FYC BANQUET MAP

Purple balloon is Forest
City National Golf Club

SOME OF OUR PAST COMMODORES

In our search for Past Commodores we were able to contact a few ‘old timers’ who
attended the event. After dinner we were regaled with stories of the early years of the
yacht club from Donald Bere (Founding member) and Dave Shurman (Commodore
1958) as well as a tale or two from not-so-old-timer Rick Goldt who has been with the
club since he was knee-high to a jib.

FYC SAILORS CAN BE SOCIAL TOO!
Aug 24 - The Fanshawe Yacht Club’s 60th Anniversary Party
and Corn Roast
th

From the cocktail hour to dinner and speeches, the Fanshawe yacht Club’s 60
anniversary sailed into history as one of the most memorable events in the club’s
history.
This year was a milestone for Fanshawe Yacht Club—60 years of sailing! We knew
there had to be a celebration but as the season moved on and no one stepped forward
we began to wonder if this anniversary would pass by uncelebrated. Fortunately, Mary
Watson felt she didn’t have enough to do with organizing the open house, planning a
th
25 wedding anniversary and running the sailing school and took on the organization of
th
the 60 anniversary celebration—co-opting the ‘Admiral’ onto her team.
Kudos to you Mary and thank you for organizing the event, decorating the hall and
putting together such a wonderful evening!

DAVE SHURMAN

RICK GOLDT

DONALD BERE

I think it’s the organizing part of any event that volunteers are not fond off because we
certainly plenty of help on the day of the event. Mary and I would like to thank the
following for their help

Bob Magill for clean-up of grounds, building, building handrail, hosting bonfire;

Nina Myers, for finding some interesting articles to post;

Eileen Watson, for her work in finding past commodores;

Ralph and Irene Smith for shucking the corn;

John Bryant, for the wine;

Bonnie Magill, for working in the kitchen the day of and shucking corn the day
before;

Laura Magill, for making a fabulous cake;

Sharon Biskaborn, provided pictures, music CDs, cooler’s;

Kevin Biskaborn who promoted the event on the Website and Facebook;

Don Taylor, helped in kitchen day of;

Nick, Tina and Aidan Callender, for providing pictures, coolers and assisting in
the kitchen;
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Marty Jackson, for being our BBQ master;
Marc and Jennifer Lacoursiere, for helping in the kitchen day of;
Ross Green for letting us use his cooler;
Martin Wareing, Brooke Wareing, Colin King for their assistance in getting last
minutes touches in place; John Kabel, the human ‘megaphone’.
It was all together a wonderful evening of fellowship.
Admiral Anita and Commodore Roy
P.S. The Admiral’s contribution was the commodore medallions, name tags and notice
board information.

Oct 5- The Amazing Hurst Family Turkey Dinner at the Pumpkin
Regatta
The Hurst family hosted a packed clubhouse to a full turkey
dinner once more on the weekend of the Pumpkin Regatta. So
much thanks goes out to Nathalie, Brian and Elayna along with
the kitchen and serving crew, Ravi
Gupta and Beth, Carleen Hone and
Jim Mackenzie. The evening was great fun and out of
town racers were very impressed with the entire weekend.
Even the Karaoke was acceptable this year!!! All
appreciated the addition of club wine created by John
Bryant and his enologists.
NATHALIE HURST CHEF EXTRORDINAIRE (PHOTO: R.GUPTA)

THE 5 JOHNS IN ATTENDENCE

MASTER COOK AND OVER CHEF

THE AMAZING MARY WATSON
WITH MARC LACOURSIERE

MARG BRYANT LABELS US ALL!

ALL DOLLED UP!

AHHH..A FINE TIME HAD BY ALL
THE DEBOERS DEPART

Winter- Wednesday- Night- Dinner- Out – Begins in Jan 2014
This replacement for sailing and paddling in the unsummer season has become the
traditional ``FYC help – us - through - the - winter - cabin - fever - group`` that
meet at a restaurant the second Wednesday of each month throughout the winter The
purpose is to re-live summer and to provide a forum for families of sailors and paddlers
to meet.
In the past, this has been held at a restaurant the has the capability of placing the
group together and that provides a varied menu for a good price
WE NEED YOUR HELP WITH A RESTAURANT SUGGESTION THIS YEAR AS IT
HAS NOT YET BEEN DECIDED!
Please contact Mike Morris with suggestions: sailormike28@hotmail.com
.
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were able to phone the Clubhouse and report the situation to dispatch a safety boat.
The two guys stayed with me until aid arrived but I never did get their names.
Next on scene were Brian and Nina on Brian’s boat and they tried to help lift the mast
out of the water but it would not come - it was clearly hooked under a tree or something.
Brian and Nina stayed with me until the safety boat arrived. Once the safety boat got

Jun 16-The 4th Annual Father’s Day Breakfast and Fun Sail
Another fabulous event organized by our one family social committee- Brian and
Nathalie Hurst. After a great filling pancake breakfast plus, we resorted to a game filled
morning as the weather was not even close to reasonable for a poker run!! Still, all
participant had an excellent competition with great prizes for the winning teams!

there, all kinds of help started to happen - a passing fisherman, the second safety boat
and, eventually, the club barge with a crew of eager hands. With all of the help on
scene, we finally righted the boat, bailed it out and towed it back to the club. In all the
comings and goings, I did not take note of who was involved, so I cannot name them all
to thank them personally. I am sure that the people who were there will remember that
fact and hopefully they can accept this as my sincere thanks for the help.
Since that afternoon, I have taken a fair amount of ribbing about my plight - and that is
OK. Nothing was broken except my pride and with my oversize crowbar, I was able to
pry the centreboard back out. After considerable cleaning of everything in the boat (I
needed to wash the lake water out) she is back in the water and I have been sailing
again.
So, once again - a big thank you to all those involved and my apologies for messing up
your afternoon!!

Peter Wilkins, Siren 641, Kate
Ongoing Projects at the Club

AROUND THE CLUB
Special Thanks to a Bunch of People
I would like to take an opportunity to publicly thank several people who helped me out
on the afternoon that I capsized my boat at the north end of the lake. It was Sunday
afternoon on the Championship Weekend and most of the attention at the Club was
centred on the racing. I was enjoying a pleasant sail on the north portion of the lake
when I was hit with an unexpected gust. I did not react quickly enough and the boat
heeled over too far to bring it back - first time in almost 40 years of sailing her at
Fanshawe.
In the initial attempts to right the boat, the centreboard slid back into the hull, taking one
end of the jib sheet with it, jamming it in the slot so that I could not pull it back out.
There I was, on my own, away from the Club activity, with a boat that I could not right!
The first people to arrive at my plight were two kayakers who stopped to check on my
situation. It was clear that there was little physical aid from the two kayaks, but they

You may have noted an addition on the side of the
Sailing School Boathouse. An area is being
created to store masts and other equipment for the
sailing school boat which should certainly make all
more accessible by not requiring a stepladder for
access!
Our new deck and surround sound audio
th
system in use at the 60 anniversary event!
I thought 23 by 37 was feet!!!!??? In fact, the deck
will be a discussed project for spring 2014. For
input on this project...don’t miss the amazing
Annual Budget Meeting on November 28!!!
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2013 Annual Budget Meeting—Thursday November 28
Location: HMCS Prevost, 19 Becher St.
Start Time: 7:00 PM
Please be sure to attend this important meeting to see how your membership
dollars are put to use. This meeting is for discussion and approval of the budget
presented for the 2014 season. Your input is valuable to help ensure our club
equipment, facilities and grounds are well managed.

Volunteer Needed to Edit Yearbook and Roster for 2014
The Executive have asked if someone would be willing to edit the Yearbook and Roster
for the 2014 season. there is plenty of help with this project from those who have
managed it over the past years so no prior experience will be needed...just an
enthusiastic volunteer.
If you can help out, please contact Paul Chesman, Past Commodore:
albatross2@sympatico.ca 519-659-4633

if the winds and rains are strong, you will need to go to the club to be sure your
boat is upright and maybe to bail out water- even if the boat was tarped or on a
trailer in the parking area. At least one boat was blown off its trailer this
summer.

if your boat is locked on its mooring or dock, the people who are out trying to
protect boats will no be able to move it. When you are away, ask someone to
check your boat for you

Boats on finger docks need to be checked as the dock may have floated or the
boat may not rise with the water level. Back in the 80’s, a 470 was still in a tree
when the water dropped around its finger dock!
Everyone needs to be responsible for their own equipment. There are always some
long time members along with the Executive who go out to try to secure things - but
they are not obligated to look after everyone’s equipment. That they often try is greatly
appreciated! Following is mail received ----‘Yesterday, we arrived at the club to find the water just inches below the main dock and our dragon
boats 3/4 full of rain water.
Some of the FYC members \"jumped in\" literally and helped us out. These men, along with Sharon
McHale of the Waves team, pumped out all six dragon boats and both clubs\' safety boats in the
pouring rain. Without them we would have been there for a long long time.
A big thank you to all of them. Unfortunately, I don't know all their names but I would like them to
know how thankful we were for their help.
Cyndie and Maureen, Team Captains, London Blades’

HIGH WATERS SEPTEMBER 21

PHOTO: B. HURST

High Waters on the Fanshawe Reservoir
This fall, we had high waters on Fansahwe on the weekend of Sept 21 and again on
Oct 7. This may become a more common occurrence because of the increase in heavy
rainfall in a shorter time period. If rainfall is very heavy or consistent esp. north of
Fanshawe Lake, the water can peak on Fanshawe Lake very quickly. The UTRCA does
notify our executive along with other susceptible folks along the area of flooding but the
time to get boats out of harm’s way is short in many cases.

What to do when the water rises and you can’t reach the dock
I took this picture of the membership getting together to take boats out of the water when the water
rose to high levels. ( photos on left page) A lot of the boats on the shoreline came out of the water
and some members on moorings also took their boats out fearing issues with their moorings.
I first put the barge at the end of the dock when the water started to rise and the ramps became
inaccessible. When this wasn’t enough we added the Wareing’s dock which was conveniently
floating nearby.
It was great how everyone worked together to overcome the obstacles and help each other out.
The membership should be congratulated. The other two pictures are the next day with the water
still at a high level.
Cheers
Brian Hurst, Vice Commodore’

NOTE: We did lose our permanent race mark number 3 over the dam. It was sighted at
the spillway base but flood two carried it away!

As noted in previous issues, the link to the UTRCA website to see how much the water
has gone up is available to you online. You can find it on our website under downloads
with the level at which the main dock is submerged.
If your boat is at the water level when the water goes up, there are several things to be
done

someone needs to go to the club to lengthen the mooring line on your boat to
prevent it from sinking bow first

Oct 7 high water By J. Kabel
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See you on the
course next
summer!

Sat Sept 7 2013 - 3rd Annual Plywood classic Puddle Duck Regatta
This year we had four puddle ducks participate in the regatta. Joining
us were two Cape Cod Frosty sailboats.
2011 European World 420 Champs- what fun this would be!!

2014 FYC THE THRILL OF THE RACE!!!
Since the last newsletter, there have been three club regattas and Wednesday informal
th
racing which ends on October 9 .

Wednesday Racing
Here is why one races on Wednesdays at FYC!!!

With the forecast calling for 25km winds and 30% chance of rain we
were looking forward to a great day on the water. Tip: never trust the
Weather Channel. It drizzled most of the morning and winds were
light and shifty.
Once we got our Ducks in a
row we started the racing at
11 am. We managed to complete one race
before lunch with Chris (Fogelman) upsetting the
reigning champion (Mike Morris) by getting a
hard won first place finish. Mark was clearly
confused by the camouflage sail of Brian’s
Puddle Duck.
In the Frosty race Rob (Perquin) managed to slide past Marc (Lacoursier) and secure a
first place by at least 2 boat lengths (13 feet).
After a great lunch put on by Nathalie, and a prolonged rain delay we shook the water
off the ducks sails and proceeded on to the course.
Mike took races 2,3 and 5, and Chris took race 4. Mark Anderson clearly showed that
his boat not only looked good but performed well managed to firm up his standings with
third place finishes in races 3,4 and 5.

Goldts Wed evening race photos along with 2 slow Wed races previously
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The Frosty’s also finished
their series with Rob taking 3
races and Marc taking 1.
Theory is that the slight leak
in Rob’s boat allowed him the
edge, he is very familiar with
sailing a water ballasted boat.
So in the end the final standings were:
Puddle Ducks

st

Mike Morris 1
nd
Chris Fogelman 2
rd
Mark Anderson 3
th
Brian Hurst 4

st

Cape Cod Frosty Rob Perquin 1
nd
Marc Lacoursier 2

Special thanks to the Race officials Elayna
Hurst and friend Reena Dosanjh. Safety
boats were manned by Paul Chessman,
Chris Milne and Bob Magill with special
appearance by Jim MacKenzie in the
plywood safety boat #2. Thanks also to
Mark Anderson for supplying this year’s
trophies.
Regards Brian Hurst

,2013’s

Shifty Club
Championship Regatta
Aug 24 – 25
Listening to Don Bere and others at the Corn Roast after the Saturday racing in the
Club Championship, I sat there wondering why anyone would punish themselves by
sailing on such a gusty, shifty, shallow and generally unpredictable body of water as
Fanshawe Lake. And then I realized that we have been, for 60 years, ‘complication
junkies.’ The more challenging the sailing, the more we like it. The Club Championship
was the epitome of complicated regatta conditions, as you’ll see below.
This year we assembled six fleets from 26 registered boats, including six Learn to Race
newcomer skippers. In addition to Lasers and Laser Radials (Start 1), we had a second
start with the Wayfarer and Open Dinghy fleets, and a third start with the CS22 and
Open Keelboat fleets.
Kevin Biskaborn and Sue Goldt handled our internal publicity, while Mike Morris
worked with outside media. Our stalwart John Bryant collected a bag of money at
registration.

We outsourced the manning of Safety Boats to the St. John Ambulance, who formed a
new Marine Search and Rescue unit recently. We had Nicole Dupuis and Brooke
Ellison-Wareing capsize a couple of Picos during a pre-regatta SJA training session so
they could get hands-on from the boats to help them right. Some had never seen a
sailboat up close, so the potential for tangling in sheets, concussion from a boom or
mast, and being held under a sail became more real for them.
The list of SJA members who generously put in their
volunteer hours for us, identified by first name and
initials only at the request of SJA, included : Bart S.
(operator), Duane S. (operator), Seline A., Paul W.,
Dale M., Shane P., John J. (operator), Bryan C.,
Andrew S., and Jean C.
Martin Ellison-Wareing, assisted by Ralph Smith, and Lance Warren, assisted by John
Bryant, covered the placing of race marks on the two days. Lunch was generously
prepared by Mike Wareing with the assistance of Colleen and Martin.
The Race Committee on the barge consisted of R/C John as Race Officer, assisted by
Paul Sobeiraj, Don and Diana Taylor, Mark Cole, and Bill Scott. In addition to lending
much-needed hands and eyes, Don, Diana and Bill were there to also learn the fine
points of approaching a start line, the signals, staying on side, and properly rounding
and finishing. They will be future racers, swelling our Learn to Race group even more.
Diana and Mark provided Saturday photography, while Jena C of SJA kindly took
numerous shots on Sunday, as she said, “to ease the boredom between rescues.”
A hot Saturday was plagued by shifty SE winds, forcing starts toward the southeast
cliffs. With a good first race under our belts, we got a rapidly falling wind speed for our
troubles in the second race. Hot and probably irritated, the RC and sailors retired for
their lunch. We then managed only one good afternoon race in further lightening
breezes, before retiring to clean up and de-rig in time for the corn roast. At this break
nd
most fleets had clear winners, but the Radials had a three-way tie for 2 .
Sunday started off with light shifty wafts from the SSE, so we set up a NS course
starting off the Burgess domain near the east side of the lake. After a solid but lengthy
race we moved the barge and pumpkins in a record time of 15 minutes, setting up a
new course pointing down to the dam. Imagine the relief of the cottagers now that the
horns were no longer blowing their way! One good long race to the dam and back gave
us enough circuits to allow all fleets to have one drop, and we retired for a snack of
leftover corn roast KFC and dogs to determine the finishers in each fleet. The Radial
fleet still had ties, broken automatically by the RRS Appendix A. The results are posted
elsewhere on the site.
We quickly reassembled on the water to let the Champion of Champions race develop.
As usual for the past few years, the wind speed had built dramatically over lunch and
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the conditions were ideally challenging. Kevin Biskaborn (Laser), Brooke Wareing
(Radial), Nikki Quinn and Kaleisha Hillborn (Open Dinghy winners in a Laser II), Jens
Biskaborn and Jeff Dietrich (Wayfarer), John Burgess (CS 22), and Mike Morris and
Ross Green (Open Keelboat winners in the Edel 540) all duked it out. The RC originally
awarded the win to Jens and Jeff by 2.2 seconds. A careful recalculation was
suggested based on new information and a re-evaluation of wind speeds and
Portsmouth numbers, with the win eventually going to Kevin Biskaborn, the 2013 Club
Champion by 19 seconds. That was a suitably close margin considering the obvious
effort the smaller boats had to make to stay upright and moving briskly.
In summary, this year’s CC was a race filled with plenty of newcomers both on the
boats and in the support crews. Given the complicated wind conditions, we hope we
haven’t scared any of them away from future FYC regattas, and also hope that this is
the start of further growth in interest in sailing on our capricious little lake. Thanks to all
th
th
who sailed and helped, and see you at the Pumpkin October 5 and 6 . At that time we
may be joined by several outside Y-Flyers and Wayfarers, so polish your sailing skills!!
Rear Commodore John Kabel

Club Championship Regatta – Results

(by K. Biskaboorn)

"Below 50 degrees south there is no law. Below 60 degrees south there is no
God". - Old Sailors Adage
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seen all weekend though a huge Low and storm-laden cold front loomed to the west on
the Internet radar sites. So, in future, ignore forecasts until you are standing on the
dock, painter in hand, watching the RC barge head out to its appointed spot on the lake.
I finally got a call after supper on Sunday from Mary Watson, when I was safely at home
starting the post-regatta reports, asking if I heard the thunder. The docks were seriously
flooded by Monday evening. Neptune really cut us a break.
We were also warned of a mini-onslaught of racers, and were quite gratified when six
outside Wayfarers joined the new Hurst boat 5346 (aka “Bazinga”) and the Eames
“Bloody Thing” to make a sizeable fleet for their own start in the Canadian Wayfarers
Association Ontario Provincial Championship, sailed as part of the Pumpkin.
We also had inkling of a renewed invasion of Y-Flyers, as they planned to hold their
Ontario Championship under our umbrella. Ten boats including our own Jack Blocker
on Y-1796 (aided by Lance Warren), and Richard and Colin King on the spiffy Y-2794
turned up at Registration. I had been fielding calls from the Sudbury, Ottawa and
Quebec crews in both fleets as they tried to find us (1424 Clarke Rd., London, for future
GPS and Google Map reference).
I expected some numbers, but not 40 boats. Surprise!!! We ended up with seven fleets
in four starts, sailing a total of 23 races.
Pre-race preparations included Kevin Biskaborn and Sue Goldt handling our internal
publicity, with Jim Mackenzie and myself liaising with the outside organizations, while
Mike Morris fielded external press and photo calls. Heavy lifting was asked of Bob
Magill to place the hut frame on the barge. Bob also kept our gas stores topped up on
short notice. Jim, quiet as he is, went above the call of duty when asked to remount a
motor on the school RIB and get it into the water with Amanda and Bob Somek.

Our super fast champion of champions !!
Kevin Biskaborn !!

Soggy and Warm 2013 Pumpkin
Regatta
Oct 5-6
The weather forecast for this year’s Pumpkin alluded to 70-90 percent chance of
thunderstorms both days, high humidity and rain, rain, rain. Well, as said so often at the
Josie Scarlett Race Hut, wait five minutes, then go racing. Not a bolt of lightning was

Our stalwart “Moneybags” John Bryant almost collapsed under the drift of $20 bills at
Registration, but his accounting worked as usual. We again outsourced the manning of
Safety Boats to the St. John Ambulance, and they were greeted with loud applause at
the Skippers Meeting. Their crew consisted of past FYC member Henry Klausnitzer,
Randy K., Dale M., Jean C. and Andrew K. on Saturday, with Henry, Randy, Paul W.
And Alec M. on board for Sunday.
Hans Schaffner and Nicholas Callender put their knowledge of the lake to great use in
placing of race marks on the two days. Winds were a touch iffy under the loom of the
cliffs and the lowering clouds, as the racers pointed out. We tried to respond, adjusting
locations of barge and buoys several times. Fog obscured parts of the course after the
first start. The RC flag ended up upside down, probably because we couldn’t see it!
Drizzle and some rain did not appear to slow anybody down.
The Race Committee on the barge consisted of R/C John as Race Officer, assisted by
Paul Sobeiraj, Patricia Johnstone, and Mark Cole, who also provided Saturday
photography.
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A warm but wet Saturday opened with steady light SE winds much like in the Club
Championship, forcing starts toward the southeast cliffs. A decent first race blew the fog
off the lake, and we adjusted to a more southerly breeze. Winds held and we felt
comfortable taking lunch after two complete starting rotations.
A regatta runs on its stomach, so Colleen Ellison-Wareing poured in lots of her hot
chocolate and Mike Wareing’s chili, and had to restock to have something to
accompany turkey leftovers on Sunday. She was helped by Carlene Hone and Jim
Mackenzie, Bob and Amanda Somek from the Y-Flyers, Manon (one of the Y-Flyer
moms) and Carlene’s nieces. Thanks also to Ross Green for the paper flowers.
At this point in the proceedings there was a four-way tie for first in the Wayfarer fleet, so
we had to get back out there. We ended up with a slowly falling S wind in the third race
sequence. Sweaty but well exercised, the RC and sailors retired mid-afternoon to clean
up for dinner. Most of the fleets had started to surface clear winners, with some serious
challengers to Al Schönborn’s perennial supremacy at the Pumpkin Wayfarer’s Ontarios
lurking just off his transom. Al calmed down by sharing vast volumes of his Dark ‘n
Stormy recipe (different rum than the Goslings version, and using PC Ginger Beer). And
we all talked weather, or should we say, lack of it. We needed things to hold in the
morning so that the wins would be decisive.
Natalie and the Hursts, Mary Watson and many others gave us the turkey dinner of the
summer. As Mike Codd of the Wayfarers Association noted, where else could we have
gone for a meal of that calibre at a price like that. Next year’s price was doubled on the
spot.

handed over proceedings to Mike Codd, Chairman of the Canadian Wayfarer
Association to distribute that fleet’s awards. They have a class rule in Ontario that ties
at the top are not broken, so two versions of the lineup emerged. Neither included
Uncle Al at the top for the first time in many years. According to RRS Appendix A, Sue
Pilling and Stephan Romaniuk will occupy top spot on the FYC Pumpkin trophy, but
David and Anne Pugh in second place on our trophy will share first place in the
Wayfarer annals for 2013, where the Appendix is not used. They also took “Most
Improved” in the WF seeding system.
Our 2013 Pumpkin was just a hint of the past glories of Fanshawe Lake, when
hundreds of boats swelled our regattas. Thanks to all who sailed and helped, and we
hope to see many of you at the November Club Banquet to
inspect our trophies again, then at the June Bug in 2014,
dates to be announced shortly. A couple of work parties to
come, some plywood on the race hut windows, and we will
close out a very successful regatta year at FYC.
(by R. Gupta)
Rear Commodore John Kabel (photo to right)

Pumpkin Regatta 2013 – Results

(by K. Biskaboorn)

Sunday morning developed light breezes, to keep the smell off a mess the racoons
made outside the clubhouse. Bob and I cleaned up, refueled the boats, and after a
short postponement for fleets to get to the line, the RC set up a dead N to S course
starting off the Club north cliffs. Two long start sequences and slow hull speeds took us
past 1200. The Y-Flyers have a class limit of not starting after that, so they retired en
masse with a paper extract of the RC records to calculate their winners. One more
sequence brought everybody in off the lake under breaking clouds. Some computer
work, a hefty lunch of leftovers and a posting of results closed out the work for the Race
Committee, and we turned to awards and the thanking of the many volunteers who
made this huge regatta a success. Results are all posted on the FYC website, thanks to
speedy work by Kevin.
st

New and notable among the top echelons of the Pumpkin winners are Elayna Hurst (1
in Laser Radials) and the “Never Better” team of Mike Morris and Ross Green in the
Open Keelboat Class. Mark Anderson was closely beaten by Chris Fogelman, a Learn
to Race newcomer to our CS-22 fleet. Brad Biskaborn took Lasers, and Calum
Mackellar of Belwood Lake Sailing Club repeated his June Bug win in the Open
Dinghies.
A drift of FYC burgees went out to the winners, and then Bob Somek of the Y-Flyers
passed out their trophies, with Richard and Colin King of BLSC taking their title. I
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ANATOMY OF THE PUMPKIN

THE PREPARATIONS

THE SKIPPER’S MEETING

THE HARDWARE

THE DEPARTURE

THE RACING!!!
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winter. This process was interrupted by the flood alert issued by UTRCA. We will still
need to put the rest away. Thank you to: Jack Blocker, Paul Chesman, Mark Cole, Roy
Elworthy, Doug Hindle, Brian, Elayna Hurst and her friend Reena, Bob Magill, Etienne
Marcoux, John Mc Dermit, Deb McLaughlin, Chris Milne, Roy Roebotham and his son
Spencer, and Lance Warren.
Our committee will be reviewing fees, contracts and application(s) for funding over the
next month.
Please let me know if you have any questions,
2013 ADULT SAILING CLASSES

Mary Watson, SS Director

BY k. Biskaborn

FYC Sailing School Report
September 25, 2013
We would like to welcome Darren Gilbert as our newest member of the Sailing School
Committee. Darren is a new member and brings an extensive sailing background with
him and we look forward to having him aboard.
Please note we need to fill the position of Committee Secretary. It would not be an
onerous task, mailing attending monthly meetings, taking minutes and a few other
administrative tasks. Please contact me if you are interested. If you are interested in
joining as a committee member, please also contact me.

2013 DRAGON BOAT CLUBS AT FYC!

We would like to thank our Instructors (in alphabetical order): Nicole Dupuis, Jacob
Marsh, Greg Midgley, Nikki Quinn, Laura Ries and Brooke Wareing and our Instructor
Trainees: Michael Andrews, Jake Beukeboom, Al Privorozky and Tal Privorozky, for a
great season. The IT’s volunteered numerous hours and made a positive impact to the
program. A special thank you to Emmett Wise for all his help – you were a life saver, to
John Kabel for picking up our orders at Abbots and Boston Sails, in Sarnia throughout
the season and to Etienne Marcoux for building the school a practice tiller and his
ongoing support.

Our paddling season started the first of May and winds up in a few short weeks. In
between there was lots of sweat, laughter, training camps, clean ups, floods, high fives,
smiles, medals, tears, births, deaths, re-diagnosis, and most of all some fabulous
memories.

Final numbers will be reported at the next General Meeting.
Nicole Dupuis was interviewed for Rogers TV/Wilderness series although they did not
give a date at which it would be aired. Thank you to Larry Cornies for acting as our
Twitter Master for the summer and for creating our new Twitter account – follow us:
FYC & SS.
It has been a very good development having a brand new motor for one of the coach
boats. Thank you to Jim Mackenzie for his assistance with the motors this season. A
small group of volunteers headed by Brian Hurst started putting the boats away for the

Greetings FYC Members
As our paddling season draws to a close it is time to reflect
on a very successful season.

We introduced ten new members to the start of paddling. Judging by the smiles on their
faces they are all hooked. Our seasoned team members continue to improve their
technique and fitness levels in preparation for the International Breast Cancer Race in
Sarasota Florida in October 2014. Teams from around the world will gather to compete,
party and prove to the world that there is life after breast cancer. A Rowbust National
Team will also travel to Italy to participate in the World Club Crew Championships in
th
September 2014. As a result of a 4 gold medal at the Canadian Dragon Boat
Championships in Victoria the end of August, the team qualified to participate in this
event. Other festivals this season saw us blend our two crews allowing us to enter two
teams in most of our competitions. Rowbust definitely leads the way for participation in
the Breast Cancer Survivor Division of dragon boating.
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Like any group, we face some challenges but our strong executive is working hard to
iron out these issues as we experience growth as a club. We have greatly appreciated
the association with the Fanshawe Yacht Club. Having such a great place to train takes
a real bite out of those challenges. We hope the affiliation will continue for years to
come! Leadership from our coaches have challenged the team to do their best, work
together as a group and put London on the map as a hot bed of dragon boat activity.
We thank them greatly for their time and guidance. Like sailors, we want to grow the
program and introduce more people to this fun water sport enjoyed by all ages.
We thank you for putting up with this powerful group of women and while we are sad to
be hanging up the paddles for another season, beware, we will be back in 2014!
Perhaps a bit bigger, definitely fitter, and noticeably louder as we will be hungry to get
back on the water to train for our International events.
Paddles up! Jill Wilson

LDBC-Pendragons:2013 was the
most successful season yet!!!!
The 2013 dragon boat race season has come to an end. This season has been the
most successful in the team’s history! We participated in three festivals this season,
and medaled in all three. The season opener Fanshawe Dragon Boat Festival at home
in London, Pendragons won first overall.
In Hamilton, Pendragons placed first in the C-Division, which meant a top ten finish
overall. Also in Hamilton we finished fourth in the 2K race. The season finale in
Stratford, the crew placed second overall out of sixty-eight competing teams.
In addition to the local success, this crew also produced top level paddlers that
competed at both the International and National levels. Colin Schisler represented
Canada on the Junior National Team in Szeged Hungary, bringing home medals from
all of the race disciplines. Jim Kirk, Rob Larder, Rose Nasswetter and Roger Tardif all
joined with the Pickering Dragon Boat Club and competed in their respective age
categories at the Canadian National Dragon Boat Championships held at Elk Lake in
Victoria, B.C in August. Each of their crews placed in the top three and will represent
Canada at the Club Crew World Championships being held in Ravenna, Italy in
September 2014.
Though the 2013 season has ended, team planning is currently underway to come back
fitter, stronger, faster and more competitive for the 2014 season.
Karla Schebesch

On Behalf of Rowbust Photo of Stratford BCS Race --- newbies -- Lorraine, Patsy,
Rosemary -- and Jan (seasoned paddler).
I love this photo as it shows the determination of our new members in their end of year
Festival racing!
Q. Explain one of the processes by which water can be made safe to drink
A. Flirtation makes water safe to drink because it removes large pollutants
like grit, sand, dead sheep and canoeists

(From a 16 year old)

Practice on Wednesday night

Sept 28 - The First
Annual End of Season
Dragon Boat
Challenge.
SAILORS INCLUDED!!!!!!!

The first set of races was the 200m Sprints. The times were unbelievably close!
Race 1

th

On Saturday September 28 2013, the London Dragon Boat Club hosted the ‘The First
Annual End of Season Dragon Boat Challenge.’ It was a great success! The weather
was perfect, the water conditions were ideal, the paddlers were enthusiastic and I was
overwhelmed by the positive feedback I received.

Race 2
Race 3

And to think, it was only a three weeks ago when a few people on from the Blades had
an idea for a “fun festival.” A committee was formed; a number of people quickly came
together to plan the event! Though I am sure I cannot do it justice, here is a summary of
the day!
The day began with coffee, some breakfast and some Yoga. Yes, yoga – almost all the
paddlers threw their mats onto the wet grass to begin their day with a few stretches.

Then the teams gathered and loaded the boats. The teams were comprised of a mix of
FYC members, Rowbust Paddlers, London and Orlando Junior Paddlers (and some
parents), London Dragon Boat Club Paddlers and quite a few people who had never
paddled before! This festival was about fun but the competitive spirit was alive and well!

Race 4

Algae Eaters

0:57:53

Water Dragons

0:56:78

River Rats

0:54:03

Toxic Avengers

0:55:94

Algae Eaters

0:58:41

4th place

Toxic Avengers

0:58:09

3rd place

Water Dragons

0:55:90

1st place

River Rats

0:56:31

2nd place

A quote from FYC’s John Kabel: “It certainly opened my eyes to the sport of dragon
boating. I had no idea that races could finish with 6 inches between boats.”

Well then we then turned things around – literally - in the Back it Down Challenge. All
the paddlers turned around in their seats and paddled backwards for 50m. Again, the
competition was tight.
Race 1
Race 2
Race 3
Race 4

Water Dragons

0:26:32

Toxic Avengers

0:26:85

Algae Eaters

0:26:34

River Rats

0:25:12

Toxic Avengers

0:25:97

4th place

Algae Eaters

0:25:93

3rd place

Water Dragons

0:24:10

1st place

River Rats

0:24:38

2nd place
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All in all a fantastic, fun and maybe a bit exhausting day!
I would like to extend a huge “THANK YOU” to all the people who made this Dragon
Boat Challenge such a success:
The Planning Committee – Maureen Gerofsky, Dave Gerofsky, Cyndie Wells, Jamie
Pentland, Krista McMullen, Heather Peel, Sharon McHale and Steve Thomas. Thanks
for your great ideas and willingness to do the “behind the scenes” preparation. So many
emails, so little time!

After a short break, the teams came back together for the approximately 1500m
Capture the Flag Race. Shirley Holland from Rowbust aptly describes how the race
went: “The juniors provided the drummers in the flag race -- you started the 5, 5, 5
starts - then had to slow down 'slightly' to let our drummer jump on the drummer seat,
then take off for the 1,500m challenge picking up 3 flags in total, without falling off the
drummers seat and returning across the finish line with all 3 flags and your drummer.”
All drummers and flags arrived safely.
st

Toxic Avengers

8:17:06

1 place

Water Dragons

8:40:00

2

River Rats

8:44:28

3 place

Algae Eaters

9:10:37

4 place

nd

place

rd
th

The challenges ended with the Tug of War. The
paddlers mustered up the strength to paddle in a
“best 2 out of 3” Round Robin Tug of War. Each
“tug” lasted 15 seconds.
st

Water Dragons

1 place

Toxic Avengers

2

River Rats

3 place

Algae Eaters

4 place

nd

place

rd
th

And everyone got a medal.

The Yoga gal – Thanks to Mallory Smith for taking time on her day off to come and lead
a yoga session on the cold wet grass – the whole time with a smile on her face.
The Stern and Team captains – It was amazing how well a mixed group of participants
came together in such a short time and gelled as a team. This was indeed enhanced by
the wonderful steers people and captains: thanks first to the Jamie Pentland, Shirley
Holland, Dave Cruikshank and Ben Gerber – their skills were greatly valued and we
truly could not have ran this event without you; and, second the Captains – Brenda
Pentland, Jill Ritchie, Maureen Gerofsky and Kristin Morgan who motivated and lead
their teams.

The Event Starter and the timers – We started our races with Dave Gerofsky at the horn
– thanks for being such a great starter! Thanks to John Kabel and Karen Thompson for
accurately timing the races!
The Welcome Committee - Thanks to Traci Garlick, Kathy Levere and Bonnie Tucker
for welcoming and organizing the Registration.

Overall Placement:
st

The Fanshawe Yacht Club – As always, the FYC showed true partnership when we
announced that a bunch of dragon boaters were taking over the Clubhouse! Thanks to
Sue Goldt for forwarding our invitation and promoting our Event and taking pictures
throughout the day. We were so glad to have the members participating and
volunteering. Don Taylor, Brian Hurst, Nathalie Hurst, Elayna Hurst and Rick Goldt all
gave up the sails for paddles! John Kabel eagerly volunteered to help us not only with
getting the markers on the lanes but also with the timing of the events – this was greatly
appreciated.

The Jumping Junior Drummers – Wow! These Junior Dragon boaters (Cameron, Clovis
, Dollar and Esther) could not even wait for the dragon boats to stop at the dock to pick
them up, they fearlessly and nimbly jumped from the dock into the drummer’s seat to
lead their team in the Capture the Flag Event. It was fantastic!

And of course, the day ended with a fantastic
potluck lunch (so much delicious food) and a
medals presentation.

1 Place : Water Dragons – 2
Place : Algae Eaters

Rowbust Dragon Boat Club – The Rowbust paddlers emanated enthusiasm throughout
the day and the Club was more than accommodating when we requested the use of
their dragon boats, safety boat and megaphone. The ‘fun’ in this event was certainly
enhanced by Rowbust’s involvement! Thanks to Lisa Bean and Shirley Holland for
forwarding all our email and promoting the Event. Thanks also to Andy Bean and Chris
for driving the safety boat.

nd

rd

Place : Toxic Avengers – 3 Place : River Rats – 4

th

The Potluck Committee – Thanks to Shelley Poels for organizing the potluck and
Sharon McHale for spending her day minding and setting up for lunch. There were also
a few parents (whose names I did not catch) who helped out here also – thanks.
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The Prize Committee – Thanks to Cyndie Wells (for donating prizes and acting as the
Prize MC), Maureen Geofsky, Brenda Pentland (for prize donations), and Jamie
Pentland (for envisioning and creating the Medals).
The Early Morning Set-up Crew – I would like to especially thank Karla Schebesch and
Steve Thomas – both who had worked the night before and still showed up to help us
set-up Saturday morning! Thanks to Jamie Pentland and John Kabel for setting up the
race lanes. Thanks also to Maureen and Cyndie for coming in the night before to set-up
the dining room.
The “After Event Cleaning” Crew – Thanks to everyone who helped clean up at the end
of the day. A special thanks to Traci Garlick, Shelley Poels, Heather Peel, Brenda
Pentland, Jamie Pentland, Dave Gerofsky, Maureen Gerofsky, Cyndie Wells, Kristin
Morgan, James Mulligan and Maya Kumar.
And last but not least – the Photographers – Thanks to Paul
Cuthbert who I am told took over 500 pictures of the event – and
to FYC’s shutterbug Sue Goldt.
Again, the success of this day could not have been achieved
without the help of many people! It was great to see people put
their spare time aside to help us get this ready in just over 2
weeks. Thanks to everyone for participating and volunteering – it
was a fantastic day!
Krista McMullen
Event Coordinator – End of Season Challenge
London Dragon Boat Club

SPECTATORS !

Summers on Sailboats (Boat 1 Story 1, Oh, for a 9.9)
[Kindle Edition] From

FYC’s Resident Author: Colleen Ellison-Wareing

This is one in a series of stories that tell the laugh-out
adventures of a nervous wife, spending summers on sailboats
with her family. The St. Lawrence Islands National Park is the
featured location.
Colleen Ellison-Wareing (1964-) was born in Victoria, B.C. to
parents from Winnipeg, Manitoba. After an 'interesting'
adolescence , she went on to graduate from the University of
Waterloo, with a Bachelor of Environmental Studies, and a
Bachelor and Master of Education from Western University.
Colleen and her husband, Capt'n Mike, took Adult Sailing
Lessons from Fanshawe Yacht Club, in London, Ontario.
Colleen was pregnant with her first child, Katie. They dreamed
of being a sailing family. Shortly after Katie’s' death, Mike found
an old 17 foot Siren and lovingly restored it. They joined the FYC, with their Siren, Katie
and held on to their dream. They now have a daughter Brooke and a son, Martin whom
they share many happy times on their 3rd boat, Katie 3. When they are not on the 'big'
boat, they can be found at the FYC. Capt'n Mike cooking his famous Chili, Brooke
racing her Laser, Martin helping with the Safety Boat or setting Marks. And Colleen, she
is loving life being part of a sailing family.
To look into this series, type ‘Summers on Sailboats’ into Google and there you are! Or
go to this link
http://www.amazon.com/Summers-Sailboats-Boat-Storyebook/dp/B00FD7T2I6/ref=la_B00FFJGBI6_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=13814346
39&sr=1-1

A Quiz for the FYC Sailors
ED Note: Wonderful to have creative people in our midst! such as musicians (Denis
Dupe’- guitar, Mark Anderson- ukulele ) artists (Art Seager)...probably more that I have
not heard of!

Classifieds: For Sale and For Free
Sail Battens: Several weeks ago, I got a call from William Pol, a past member at
FYC with his father, Joe. It seems that the Pol’s have been clearing out items from the
family home and determined that some of them should be made available to FYC and
members.
Can you spot four sailors in these photos???
HINT: Rick Goldt, Brian Hurst, Nathalie Hurst and Elayna Hurst
John Kabel was timing the events!
We expect to see you there next season!!!

For the members, William gave me a cardboard tube filled with sail battens – different
styles, shapes and lengths - that Joe accumulated over the years. I have placed this
collection of battens in the Club Members’ Room so that they are available for all who
need a replacement. Long battens can be cut down and shaped to suit – several have
end caps as well.
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For the Club, there are two boxes of racing trophies, presented over many years and
regattas. The Pol family have removed the name plaques but the wooden bases are in
good shape to be re-used in the future. The trophy bases will be forwarded to the
Racing Committee to help with presentations to come.
Peter Wilkins

Sirius 22 with 9.9 two stroke Johnson outboard, Bimini top, Dodger, and accessories.
Trailer included.
$6,000 price for members, outside ads showing $7,000
Please contact: Mary Watson 519-204-8823

1977 18' Laguna windrose, fully refinished inside and out
flip up rudder, furling jib, centerboard model, boarding
ladder, fully refinished custom trailer. Sleeps 4 in
roomy cabin. Great family boat. $ 3500.00
Please contact: Hans Schaffner 519 672 7330

"if you don't trust the course that we are on, where do you think we will end up if we sail
the reciprocal?" I had, to myself, wondered if I had allowed too much of an adjustment
for wind and current and maybe we would pass the island on the East side rather than
the West. Just as my heart beat was starting to rise, there was St. Vincent just where it
was supposed to be and all was well. A great trip for experience and fun once we got
there and anchored.
At St. Lucia, we had left Rodney Bay and spent the night at Soufriere where the locals
row out wanting to help us set our anchor and take a stern line ashore to tie to a tree.
We didn't need the help but the rower, with his two young kids with him looked like they
needed the money. Next morning getting ready to depart, there was a mean looking
muscular guy doing back flips in the surf, displaying his mighty muscles, and offering to
untie our stern line for $5.00 U.S. Again, we could have done it ourselves but there
were no volunteers to go by this guy to get to the tree. So, waving a $5.00 bill in the air,
this brute cut through the water in about 5 strokes, clutched the $5.00 in his teeth and
swam back and untied the line. Then we were off to the fog.
Fair Winds Ralph Smith

2013 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AT FYC

Canon printer : Free to a good home - - nothing wrong with it except I went
wireless.
Please contact: Ralph - 519-472-0453 or smith633@rogers.com

2013 FYC Schedule of Events

Sextant: Taking a Canadian Power Squadron course on Navigation? Plastic sextant

CLUB MEETINGS

that passed all my sight tests for Jr. Navigation. Cost over $100.00 - Text Books can be
included.
Asking $50.00 O.B.O.
Please contact : Ralph - 519-472-0453 - smith633

2013 Executive Meetings:
2013 General Meetings:

the first Monday of each month.
the last Thursday of the month (Oct to Apr)

FYC SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR 2013
SEXTANT TALES!
As an aside - I took my sextant to the Carib when my friends and I were bare boating.
Wanted to try doing the "Distance off" procedure to various islands. However, in
January when air and charter boat fees were lowest, the winds and waves were
normally the highest. Consequently most of the time the horizon was only a matter of a
few feet away! Later trips meant leaving the sextant at home!
Once, in the British Virgins, we were in a heavy fog that seemed to stay forever.
Knowing that we had to make a turn to starboard at a precise time, I started to worry as
we couldn't see the rocky islands that the chart showed were dead ahead. So, I got on
the radio and asked the weather guy how long this fog would last. Well, his answer was
- "How would I know, I'm in Puerto Rico!" Happily, the fog cleared just at the right time
and we entered the channel in fine fare!
Another time, we were leaving St. Lucia heading for the Grenadines and we were in a
fog like Captain Jack Sparrow could have disappeared into. I had laid on a course that
had allowed for the wind and current in the 25 mile channel between St. Lucia and St.
Vincent and did hand held shots on St. Lucia as long as we could see it. From then on,
we were at the mercy of my dead reckoning. I was adhering to the old adage "never let
them see you sweat" as we were several hours in this fog like I had never seen before.
We had a couple of friends with us who were not sailors and they began to first throw
up and then fret and asked that I turn around and go back. Well, the obvious answer is -

Oct 19
Oct 20
Oct 26

Fall Work Party #1
Fanshawe Conservation Area Closes for the season
Fall Work Party #2

Nov 9

Annual Banquet
Forest City National Golf Club
5PM cocktail, 6:15 dinner
Annual Budget Meeting
HMCS Prevost, 19 Becher St, London
at 7 PM

Nov 28

Looking for that perfect Christmas Gift? Now
is the time to order club and sailing school
wear. The perfect gift for your perfect sailor in
the family!
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A New York Times Editorial on the 2013 America’s Cup

2013 FYC SPORTSWEAR
FYC SPORTSWEAR CO-ORDINATOR:
submit orders to Lori Chesman 519-659-4633
Order forms are on the club bulletin board or can be downloaded from our club website
under member then downloads. The forms have sizes, prices colours listed

www.fyc.on.ca

$15.00 $13.00 (YOUTH)

$13.00

$36.00

$13.00

$31.00

$32.00
(2XL $33.00)

(2XL$36.00)

$41.00

ADDITIONAL ITEMS:
FYC canvas tote in white, red and navy with
FYC crest #1 --- $15.00
FYC window cling -- $2.50

A blending of the dragon boat
and sailboat – an alweather
craft!

Sailing School Tee - available in navy and red for
$20.00
use the Sailing School order form our website
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